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CASE STUDY

Pure Pilates Dubai
SEO Case Study
BACKGROUND
Pure Pilates studio is committed to bringing the best of authentic
Pilates to Dubai. Pure offers private and small group pilates classes
with highly trained instructors in a fully equipped Gratz studio a welcoming place for everyone from beginners to experienced
clients and teachers.

CHALLENGE
After we launched the Pure Pilates Dubai website, the client wanted
to increase their brand awareness and encourage more people
to enroll in their classes. However, being a new comer in a very
competitive market, they faced the challenge of not being visible
to their prospects in top search results. Every time a prospect
searched ‘Pilates in Dubai’ or another relevant search, they would
end up on competitors’ websites. Pure Pilates wanted to ensure
that they had a prominent position online and increase the number
of visitors to their website. Further, more eyeballs wasn’t enough,
the traffic had to be qualified, and deliver an increase in bookings.
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PROJECT
Implement an integrated
SEO strategy for Pure
Pilates Dubai that not only
drove traffic to the site, but
also increased bookings
for classes, and led to
conversions.
SERVICES
Search Engine Optimisation
Website Design & Build
Logo Design
Hosting
View the project

SOLUTION
Our goal was to create an integrated strategy that not only drove
traffic to the site, but also increased bookings for classes, and led to
conversions.
Delivering this effectively meant continued SEO consultancy,
including refreshing content and meta data, researching new topic
opportunities, and streamlining both On-Page and Off-Page SEO
techniques.
We began our On-Page SEO work by researching what “keyword
phrases” and “topics” prospects type in when looking for a local
pilates studio. We selected a group of keyword phrases for each
service we wanted to advertise. For example “pilates in dubai”,
“pilates classes in dubai”, etc. We selected at least 5 most-searched
phrases. Finally, we then implemented our On-Page and Off-Page
whitehat SEO techniques to improve the search engine rankings for
the Pure Pilates website.

RESULTS
In a little over a few months, Pure Pilates Dubai rose from a literal
“nobody” company to the alpha dog of their industry, blowing away
the competition. Over the course of a few months, the website
started ranking first place on Google for many keywords we had
targeted, with almost all of the keywords resulting in a first page
listing – all organically! The website traffic increased by 400% and
a steady flow of online booking of classes every month.
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SUSANNA FOUSTOK,
MANAGING DIRECTOR,
PURE PILATES DUBAI
“We commissioned TET to
design our logo and website
and they did an excellent job!
We then hired them to
optimise our website for
search engines. A few
weeks after TET went to
work, our Google rankings
rose considerably, and we
currently enjoy a Number
1 ranking in Google for the
phrase “Pilates in Dubai”, a
highly competitive term–
and a good place to be! We
are also on the first page of
Google in almost all the key
words that we find important.
Overall I have had a great
experience with TET, and
would definitely recommend
them to anyone looking to get
good quality SEO work done.”
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CURRENT RANK
First Page of Google

These days, everybody

“Googles it”

And 80% of all search engine users never look past Page 1 of Google’s results.
If you’re there, right on top of the SERPs, right where your customers are, at
the right moment, with the right solution, you’ll win big.
If you want to bring more traffic to your website by making it rank higher
on major search engines, we can help.
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